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contemporary identity politics? And if so, how? Because so many people identify passionately with the life and works of Frida Kahlo, the answer to these questions should contribute to our understanding of contemporary constructions of self. Drawn from readings of her diary passages, biographies, paintings, and discussions with artists, I have come to understand her self-portraits as above all else representative of a self-generated subjectivity that was consciously gendered and racialized.3 At a time when both women and "mixed bloods" or mestizas4 were objectified by revolutionary rhetoric and unshakeable bourgeois sensibilities, creating a mestiza self as subject -female and mixed blood -was for women revolutionary. While my observations are profoundly influenced by what I have learned from artists in Mexico City, my ultimate goal is to understand Kahlo in a larger global context and to explore her importance in terms of the more broadly defined context of the histories of art, on the one hand, and contemporary identity politics, on the other.5
Living Within Conflict
Frida Kahlo came of age in the early 1920s, on the heels of the revolution and at a time when Mexico was forming a new government and reconstituting a new identity. In an effort to consolidate its power and legitimate its authority, the institutionalized revolutionary government of Mexico, from the 1920s up to the current administration,6 first sought to extricate itself from the shadow of Europe and its bourgeois ideologies. Most important, the state turned to constructing a new identity and to defining the uniqueness and historical authenticity of Mexico and Mexican identity, locating this uniqueness first in the Mexican people -the working class and the ethnically "indigenous." Immediately following the revolution this process of "Mexicanization" occurred most overtly within the Mexican art world through government-sponsored art programs in which indigenous traditions were integrated into the European "fine arts" of orchestral music, ballet, and painting. It was a process of authentication based on a policy of cultural and racial miscegenation or mestizaje, leading one of its main proponents, Jose Vasconcelos, the secretary of public education in the 1920s, to proclaim: "We are Indian blood and soul, our language and civilization are Spanish."7 The rhetoric was accompanied by promises of radical social transformation. Among the populations targeted for reform were the marginalized, including women, who were reconceived as key figures in the process of social change.
Yet the political rhetoric espoused by these politicians did not translate into real changes for women at all. Campesinos and workers (male and female) found themselves in the same position. It was very much business as usual -by constructing woman as other (as an object), the male power elite was able to continue constituting itself as subject and as those who have the final say in matters of Mexican subjectivity, identity, and nationalism. There is no better place to observe this than in the famous Mexican mural movement. In the early 1920s a handful of artists and their many workers were hired by the new government under the Ministry of Public Education and charged with the lofty responsibility of visually documenting the ideology, achievements, and goals of the revolution. With Kahlo's marriage in 1929 to Diego Rivera, the most vocal and celebrated of all the Mexican muralists (almost none of whom were women), she placed herself quite literally and intentionally in the center of this political avantgarde.
Frida and other women who on occasion modeled for the muralists found themselves scripted into the master narratives of these epic paintings.8 Despite the central location their images often occupied (as artisans, farmers, schoolteachers, and revolutionaries, or as such allegorical figures as Chastity, Purity, and Mother Earth), they were anonymous participants in the forward march of Mexican society. It was a march orchestrated by the revolutionary government perhaps, but, as painted, led by such individuals as Emiliano Zapata and Pancho Villa, Lenin and Karl Marx. The historical cosmos was a male cosmos. There were more men in it; the identifiable personae were men; and men occupied the positions of leadership. The pictorial positioning of woman (of whatever class) was changed very little. The roles she played were perhaps more active than in the past (at least in pictorial terms), but men were still the featured actors. Woman was still to be looked at; men, the voyeurs; woman, anonymous; men, recognizable leaders.9 The revolutionary program of integrating women into the Euro-centric artistic and political mainstream was largely rhetorical.
Frida was an ardent supporter of the mural tradition and all it claimed to be and do; her interest in marrying Rivera had much to do with his revolutionary politics. Rivera was the quintessential revolutionary artist. However, in her painting she rejected much of it, especially its masculine bravado. Her narrative was a personalistic narrative rooted not in the Italian Renaissance, the Beaux-Arts traditions of historical painting, or the school of Russian socialist-realism as was her husband's, but in the European traditions of portraiture and in the Mexican tradition of religious folk art.
In the pictorial construction of her own revolutionary, Mexican identity Frida addressed, rather than ignored, the conflicts brought on by revolutionary ideology. What was it to be Mexican -modem, yet Pre-Columbian; young, yet old; anti-Catholic, yet Catholic; Western, yet New World; developing, yet underdeveloped; independent, yet colonized; mestizo, yet neither Spanish nor Indian? Frida, in constructing for herself a subjectivity, identified with the contradictions of her mestizaje by combining together in her life and works Pre-Columbian and modem objects, Church and national icons, male with female, man with woman, Indian with European, art with craft, high with low, crossing from one strata to the other with little regard for such elite constructions of difference. She flaunted her racial as well as cultural hybridism, and granted few privileges to her European heritage. Frida's literal as well as conceptual cross-dressing was in part made possible -as inversions of otherwise rigid social roles often are -within the liminal interstices that revolutionary upheavals create. The narratives of self and person Frida posited in the 1930s and 1940s were decisively different from the dominant style and iconography of her male counterparts, including the revolutionary Mexican muralists. In a culture dominated by bourgeois sensibilities, nationalist ideologies, and Church doctrine -all of which designated separate roles and domains for men and women, as well as Indian and Europeanshe emerges as an anomaly in Mexican pictorial history and in the history of Western art in general.
From early childhood, Frida was uncomfortable with Mexico's cultural conceptions of gender and with the roles and domains attached to them. She demonstrated her discomfort in various ways. Sometimes she did so overtly, by donning male attire. In 1926 at the age of nineteen, she wore a suit and tie in a family portrait her father photographed, and in 1940, angered at her husband's philandering, she painted herself in a man's suit, having cut off her long hair, a sign of Mexican womanhood and female beauty. When painting her portrait, she frequently exaggerated her facial hairs, fashioning herself as a mannish-looking woman. This gender-blending is particularly evident in a portrait she painted, merging half of her face with half of her husband's, creating an androgynous whole, underscoring the pictorially created, sexual ambiguity that characterizes much of Frida's work (Fig.#1) .'o Frida also exhibited contempt for the status quo that restricted women's behavior in other ways. She took to the streets in support of communist revolutionary movements, vociferously entering the political arena -a male domain. She ignored the restrictions placed on married Mexican women to remain in the house (with the children) and had several extramarital affairs with both men and women; and she referred to her friends, both men and women, as her cuates, then a term generally used by a man to refer to his male friends." Furthermore, although Frida was upper-middle class and supported many elite notions of the revolutionary state, she was troubled by the race and class differences they presupposed. She demonstrated her discomfort in various ways. She decorated her house not with European and American imports but with Mexican artesanias, a common practice among her artist friends, her husband included. Her collections of paintings were not those of "great artists" but the ex-votos (religious narratives) of everyday people. When she married Diego Rivera, she wore a dress belonging to her housekeeper who lent it to her for the occasion rather than a fancy, expensive gown. In 1952 she had her photograph taken with all her servants, not a common practice among Mexican elites.
As an art teacher (from 1943 to 1953) at Mexico's revolutionary, alternative art school, La Esmeralda, Frida not only refused the hierarchical role of Maestra, asking her students to address her with the familiar, second-person tu instead of usted, but, in addition, she rejected the tendency to take students to the country to paint the outdoors, popular among teachers then. Instead she took them to see Francisco Goitia, an artist who retreated from the Mexico City art scene to live a bonafide peasant life (not "bohemian") in Xochimilco, a town south of Mexico City. She also took them to drink at local bars and to visit slums, marketplaces, convents, and churches. "Muchachos," she would announce, "locked up here in school we can't do anything. Let's go into the street. Let's go and paint the life in the street."12 She once had her students paint a mural, but not as the other art teachers at La Esmeralda had their students do (her husband among them). Instead, she chose the wall of a pulqueria (a type of popular bar) on which to do it. This is what she meant by "life in the street." When she and her students were not in the streets, she encouraged them to paint what was in her house -popular art, traditional papier-mach6 Judases, clay figures, popular toys, and handcrafted furniture.'3 Creating the Self as Sacred and Secular Subject There were many reasons why Frida may have felt the conflicts of Mexican revolutionary identity more than others. The awareness of her historical identity was exaggerated by her acute physical misfortunes. First, a bout with polio as a young girl left her with one permanently handicapped leg. Then, on September 17, 1925, at the age of eighteen she was in an accident in which a trolley car ran into the bus on which she rode. She was left with a crushed pelvis, a broken spine, an impaled vagina, a severely broken leg, and a mangled foot. These were injuries from which she never fully recovered. In addition, it appears that she suffered from spina bifida, a congenital disease of the spine.14 For most of her life she endured operations, numerous miscarriages, and abortions due to the complications of this disease, the accident, and subsequent surgeries. Unable to have children, she was to be childless until her death in 1954, an identity that plagued her. Her preoccupation with the self-portrait is comprehensible if we understand the power of a self-portrait to, like a mirror, reflect a unified self-image, in the Lacanian sense, and to project that unified self into a public arena through exhibits -important steps to subjecthood (Figs.#2-3) .15 During Frida's life there were basically three areas in Mexican culture where women could achieve wide recognition: in the entertainment world (e.g., opera and ranchera singers, movie stars), in marriage (i.e., to a famous man), or in the religious sphere (e.g., by sainthood). In the construction of her subjectivity, Frida carefully makes of herself a recognizable persona. In her own fashion she draws upon all three of these spheres simultaneously to accomplish her task. As subject of her own paintings she occupies center stage, which helps make her into a celebrity; images of Diego Rivera (usually positioned on her forehead) associate her with a famous husband; Christian and Pre-Columbian religious iconography link her to the religious world. Frida's fame, however, derives not from a simple appropriation of these images but from a carefully worked out relationship to them.
By starring in her self-portraits (as opposed to a film), Frida very methodically (frame by frame) builds a repertoire of Imaged-I's (or Imaged-bodies) within which she offers us a small window onto her world, a kind of case-study methodology. By painting her husband's image on her forehead, she not only associates herself with a wellknown person, but (in cartoon-like fashion) she sets into motion her thoughts of him by representing him in miniature form (since he is here a thought). However, Frida does not think of herself as a typical religious icon, at least not as figured in (male-centered) Christian terms (i.e., female virgins, martyred men). Instead she stages a drama in which she associates her mortal, secular self with the sacred world of both the Christian/Pre-Columbian world and the post-revolutionary world of "messianic nationalism"20 and its attendant symbolism. She exploits the strength she draws from this association -a strength needed for subject status. While she leads the spectator to think of conventional religious icons, the icon she really wants to create of herself is fundamentally unconventional: simultaneously sacred and secular.21 While she draws upon the power the Christian association offers, her aim is not to produce a theological symbol of the self. Frida's interest in representing a Christ-like, incarnate self is rooted in exposing the materiality of her existence rather than transcending it. In My Grandparents, My Parents, and I (Fig.#4) , we can see her program well. Depicting a family tree, her parents and grandparents float above her in heavenly clouds, but the focus of the painting is not on heavenly ascent. Rather, it is on the biological generation of life, that is, on the biological generation of Frida's life. The child Frida stands at the center of the universe; this family tree is her nativity scene. In contrast to the birth of Christ, however, Frida's human life is rooted in the materiality of reproduction, not saintly mysticism. An egg, a sperm, fertilization, a zygote, a fetus, a mother's womb -these are the origins and components of Frida's incarnation. The pollinating plant in the lower left-hand comer underscores the earthiness of her reproduction. Frida's origins are sexed, not gendered; biological, not cosmic.
It is in associating herself
However, Frida's mission (it seems) was not to lose herself in nature but to recognize it as the primary referent of culture and as the source of its raw material. In contrast to the modernists of her day, however, Frida approaches nature not as something to be organized, smoothed out, transformed, and controlled. Rather, she establishes a system of differentiation between nature and culture that gives to her an aura not of the transformation of nature but of a naturalness that is indeed more natural than nature. In her 1943 self-portrait Roots (Fig.#5) , it is Frida's reclining body, dressed in the colored clothes of culture, from whose chest sprouts a verdant and fertile vine that covers the landscape with its large green leaves and blood-filled veins. The parched, infertile terrain sprouts nothing. While Frida communes with nature, however, she never becomes nature. It is through communion with nature and the Mexican landscape (but not her confusion with it) that Frida begins to gain an authenticity needed for her mestiza identity.
Along with identifying with the body and life of Christ, Frida drew inspiration from a type of popular religious art known as the ex-voto and to certain schools of portraiture from which the ex-voto most likely derives.22 As Laura Mulvey and Peter Wollen noted almost a decade ago, these "popular forms made it possible for her to develop the limits of the purely iconic and allowed her to use narrative and allegory. In this way she created a mode of emblematic autobiography."23 The ex-voto is a votive painting offered to Christ, the Virgin, or a saint in recognition for help received at a critical moment in life -an accident or illness suffered. Within its small and intimate space (about 8 x 11 inches) both the accident and the saintly intervention are portrayed. Discursive text almost always accompanies the visual text. The visual as well as the written narrative is a short, personal story authored by the victim or relatives of the victim; as such it is not unlike a self-portrait. An ex-voto is a kind of event-oriented self-portrait whose text describes not an inner, cerebral self, but an outer, experiential self, an embodied and vulnerable self. Most important, the ex-voto portrays the self as something that is acted upon by someone or something outside it. The ex-voto is a devotional art form that suggests human vulnerability in the face of God, and it is a popular art form that reveals the powerlessness of the lower classes. Above all else, it expresses the position of the Other in society. Frida loved the ex-voto and had a collection of them hanging in her house. Identifying with the victims, they reminded her, perhaps, of the frailty of her own existence.
Frida is profoundly concerned with representing her own flesh and blood, which she sees as quintessential ingredients of the visual definition of her womanhood. Frida's incarnated suffering, therefore, is ultimately of the human, rather than the spiritual, world; it is human survival, not spiritual anguish, she seeks to depict. Yet it is mostly through the imagery associated with representations of Christ -a sacred, bloody, sacrificial victim, strong and enduring -that she explores her embodied self.
In the pictorial representation of her crushed and penetrated body, Frida introduces the unrepresentable to the study of the female nude (Fig.#6) Figs.#6-8 ). The Broken Column shows Frida in a barren terrain. Her body is Christ-like; nails pierce her; tears run down her cheeks; and a white sheet, a loincloth, covers her lower torso. Medical straps bind her since her spine -a broken, Ionic columnbetrays her. This is a painting about pain, but it is also a painting about penetration -penetration of Frida's body by the accident, by machines, and by modern medicine, -by the patriarchy. "To some observers," Hayden Herrera notes, "the column is analogous to a phallus."29 But, I would add, it is a broken phallus, whose erection crumbles. Indeed, Frida's painting suggests that phallocentricity cannot support or define her female body. The choice of an Ionic column, I think, is no coincidence. The canons of beauty promulgated in the Academies of Rome, Paris, and Mexico are rooted in the ideals of beauty formulated in Classical Greece, where men chiseled columns into geometric perfection and female forms into emblems of beautyconceptions more "beautiful" than biologically figured women as in Pygmalion's Galatea. While referring to her own degenerating smine -"life is replaced by a crumbling ruin," she writes in her diary -Frida deconstructs the Pygmalion complex. Classical beauty, alas, is hypothetical since it is based more on geometry than reality; in practice it crumbles. Frida's backbone is not a perfectly chiseled form; it is not a male construction.
In My Birth (1932) Frida portrays, as Herrera describes it, "one of the most awesome images of childbirth ever made."3' A woman lies dead on a bed, her face covered with a white sheet. Above her head hangs an image of the Virgin Mother, the Mater Dolorosa, the Saddened Virgin. The Mater Dolorosa, who weeps for the loss of her child, suggests the sorrow Frida felt at the time she painted this canvas, when shortly before, Frida had had to terminate a pregnancy. Yet this seemingly dead mother, covered from the waist up, is naked from the waist down, and is giving birth to a child, a child whose protruding head is unmistakably that of Frida. The mother is both Frida and What the water gave Frida is knowledge of her body as landscape, but a landscape of eruptions. A skyscraper bursts forth from a volcano onto the "scene"; below it sits a skeleton that overlooks Frida's parents, who stare out as they did in her family portrait; a naked body of a woman, perhaps Frida's, is tied down, a rope wrapped around her neck and waist, threatening her life; the rope comes from a masked man to her left; on the water's surface floats Frida's Tehuana dress; and above it a 16th-century galleon sails as if in conquest toward the roped woman.
The bathtub's non-reflecting surface is a surface not of the imaginary, not of images of the unified self, but a landscape in which conflict is portrayed and problematized. There is nothing passive about this landscape/woman -that "being who embodies the ancient, stable elements of the universe: the earth, motherhood, virginity." It is interesting to note here how Breton here is nourished by the strange ecstasies of puberty and the mysteries of generation, and, far from considering these to be the mind's private preserves, as in some colder climates, she [Frida] displays them proudly with a mixture of candour and insolence." 42 But Breton overlooked Frida's political and personal context. Although What the Water Gave Me represents a highly sexualized landscape, it is not one of ecstasy as Breton would have it. This is a landscape inspired by the contradictions and consequences gendered visions of the Mexican landscape -of passivity and motherhood, of violence and penetration -contrive. This is a landscape of upheaval, excess, disorder, and rupture. It is of love as conceived in stereotypical terms of combat and conquest, but it is also of the love Paz describes that breaks from those stereotypes: "few persons anywhere ever succ[e]ed in doing so, and even fewer transcend the possessive stage to know love for what it actually is: a perpetual discovery, an immersion in the waters of reality, and an unending re-creation."43 Yet while Frida exposes these androcentric metaphors she offers an alternative discourse. Among these scenes, in the lower right-hand corner, away from the ruptures and conquests, two women, one dark-skinned, one light-skinned, both naked, compose a discourse of mestizaje that has nothing to do with the violence that surrounds them.
Other paintings explore this mestizaje. On the Border (Fig.#10 There is more to this painting than juxtaposition of landscapes, however. Frida, standing in her pink ruffles, is the grand interpreter of a mestizaje that is at once Mexican and European; and yet she never confuses the two. Vasconcelos's "cosmic race" attempted to blend two cultures together so as to create a new people; it was an idea not far from the melting pot. To Frida, however, mestizaje may have meant mixed, but mixed without confusion, without losing the flavors and distinctions of the two worlds.
Frida's many still lifes are perhaps the clearest example of her agenda (Fig.#11) 
Conclusion
The question was raised earlier: "Is it possible that Frida's paintings set precedents for contemporary identity politics? And if so, how? For almost two decades, Frida's self-portraits have provided numerous individuals, both male and female, with models to challenge and redefine prevailing gender stereotypes and give a visual voice to emerging expressions of gender, racial, and ethnic variance. Her popularity worldwide is particularly noteworthy in regard to contemporary feminist issues concerned with the relationship of gender to race, class, and ethnicity.48 I would argue that it is precisely due to her sexual frankness and racially self-conscious discourse that Frida's portraits do set a precedent for the representation of contemporary subjecthood. I think precedent is a particularly appropriate word, for subjectivity and identity, as Nancie Caraway recently suggested, is a "precondition" for one's engagement in "identity politics" today, especially if that engagement involves the "oppositional praxis of resistance to oppression."49 I would like to suggest that the popularity of Frida's work is best explained as offering models with which individuals today can attempt to meet those preconditions. In man ways, Simone de Beauvoir and Frida Kahlo have much in common.5
Again, it is interesting to note here that the signs of this role were anticipated over fifty years ago by Andre Breton, who, upon seeing 
